APPENDIX-D

Questionnaire for Women Workers.

Instructions: Please read each statement/question carefully. Mark the response which you think is the most appropriate. There are no right or wrong answers. Try to give the first response that comes to your mind. Don't leave any item unanswered.

Effectiveness and Usefulness of Training

   How much have the subjects you studied in WATC been:

S. A. Ag. UD DA SD

1. useful to you in your field work,
2. helpful to you in training rural women,
3. helpful to you in guiding rural women to better a living,
4. useful in gaining knowledge and experience,
5. effective in rural development,
6. do you think modifications are needed in the courses for training meet the changing needs of rural life.

During training do the INST:

7. give you so much work so that you don't get time to consolidate the knowledge.
8. teach effectively in the class,
9. ask you to solve the problems by yourself,
10. help you solve your problems,
11. are friendly with you.

Knowledge of WW regarding the standard of Living.

12. standard of living means: increased income, good clothes, healthy being, better educational opportunities, limited number of children, clean surroundings and personal hygiene, and owning radio, etc. house, to use toilet and lavatories etc.
Knowledge about National Development.


15. It is government's duty to create environment so that each citizen can participate in national development task.

Knowledge of WW about family planning.

Family planning:

16. is a method of developing society.

17. is related to economic affairs,

18. is a technique of controlling population,

19. is a way to happy life,

20. is to having only two children.

Knowledge of WW on Health Education

A. Common Cold
B. Diarrhoea
C. Pneumonia
D. Malnutrition
E. Hooping Cough
F. Frog Disease
G. Measles
H. Haundice
I. Worms
Attitude towards their job

25. Job of WW is of low level. SA Ag UD DA SD

26. The women workers donot join other jobs because the job of WW is easy.

27. Women workers are the leaders of rural women.

28. The women workers job is respected.

29. Mean per cent.

30. Will you quit the job if you would get any other job?

Reasons for Joining Training

The reasons to join the WA TC are:

a. My own interest and initiative,

b. (under)compulsion

c. friends/relative joined the training.

d. sure of getting job after training,

e. do not possess qualification required for other jobs.

Sources of Inspiration and Initiative for Joining training.

Who encouraged you to join training:

a. pradhan Panch

b. parents

c. chief District Officer.

d. poor economic condition.

e. widowhood (No one to support economically)
Knowledge of RW on Health and Hygiene

After Training, the Rural Women:

33. protect food from flies and other insects.
34. eat and feed fresh and clean food.
35. prepare balanced diet.
36. keep utensils neat and clean.
37. keep house and its surroundings neat and clean.
38. can treat common communicable diseases.
39. prefers doctors to jhankri for treatment.
40. The trained rural women understand family planning is essential for social and economic development (of the family).
41. know different measures of family planning.
42. disseminate the knowledge of family planning to others.

Educational Awareness among the Trained Rural Women

43. trained rural women:
    send children to school punctually and regularly.
44. keep children disciplined (well behaved).

Home Management
The trained rural women:
45. manage household affairs in a planned way.
46. can solve some day-to-day problems of household affairs.
47. have started to maintain household accounts.
48. have made time schedule for household works and outside work.
Knowledge of RW on vocational Skills

The trained rural women:

49. have learnt at least a vocation (craft).

50. have started to earn something by using the knowledge of the craft.

51. feel themselves economically secured.

52. have learnt about the poultry diseases.

53. have learnt about the poultry diseases.

54. have learnt about the balanced food for poultry.

55. have learnt about the portion of kitchen garden, cultivation and caretaking of plants (vegetables).

56. have raised their standard of living by increasing their income.

Social and Political Awareness among RW

The trained rural women:

57. have become the members of social organizations such as Red Cross SO PPA.

58. help and participated actively in the rural development projects.

59. having learnt about panchayat, know its organization and working process.

60. know the functions and working process of different governmental offices.

61. know that good leaders come to help them when they need help.

62. can protest against those leaders who do not care about the welfare of the community level their followers and relatives.